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"I believe m young people and I feel
like the honesty of your generation
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between the shame and hypocrisy of the
older generation so that we can obtain a

more meaningful and healthier life.
"There are many motivations for

entering a sexual relationship," he told
the students.

"One of man's most central needs is

closeness, to be seen, appreciated and
understood by another individual," he
said. He noted neither our culture, our
parents, nor our friends have had the
answers as to how "we can love others
and trust others to love us.

"One of life's greatest journeys is the
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"Sex and the Student-n- ot how to do
it, but what to do when you have
problem? of any type. If you think you
know it all, you might be surprised."

That's how UNC's Orientation booklet
described the seminar on sex held
Tuesday at the Union.

Speaking within the theme, 'The
Answer Lies Within," UNC gynecologist
Takey Crist challenged new students to
carefully examine their ideas about sex.

"I believe it is necessary, indeed
unavoidable, that human beings take a

total responsibility for themselves," he
said.

"It matters now what society, parents
or culture dictate. But for us, in the final
analysis, it is the self that must decide
whether the choice is going to be the
right one.
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itself and not sex. only one aspect of the
relationship," he emphasized.

"I wonder if in your attempt to
overcome your loneliness and desperate
attempt to escape the feelings of
emptiness and the threat of apathy you
have sacrificed your real identity." he
said. "Sexual confusion?

"I can predict for you that when fear
or rejection or loneliness dominates
sexual relations, the experience becomes
unsatisfying and tends to increase rather
than relieve emotional relationships." he
said. "It is also true that any sexual
relationship in which one partner
drastically exploits the other, the
relationship soon turns out to be an
unhappy one."

Crist told the students no one is

. . ; tstation arour.d here pbir.

Crist also sa:d the frankness with
which today's young people discuss
sexual problems is more natural,
refreshing and appropriate to man's basic
nature than the tenseness, over-restrain- t,

and shame expressed by the older
standards.

"I think the force gathering on mar.v
of our college campuses with regards to
the desire for sexual information, and
with regards to the publishing of man
sex education handbooks suggest stror.glv
lack of adequate formal loci for obtaining
the necessary information m this very
significant area." he said.

"Because of the taboos associated with
this subject, information had been
relegated to the secretive and equated
primarily with individuals who are
abnormal. The questions asked by college
youth are legitimate, necessary, and
should make us all respond thoughtfully,
adequately and quickly to fill the void
that has been there for such a long time."
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...a time of beautiful being Playboy Playmate
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Blackboards
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Academy Awards
BEST PICTURE!mi

Use your
10 discount with

coupon posters149 4-- E. FRANKLIN ST.
You'll be smiling too if

you shop at

THE DANDELION

STARTS FRI. 3:20-7:3- 0

LAST DAY
PANIC IN NEEDLE PARK
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WELCOME NEW STUDENTS AND
RETURNING STUDENTS TO
CHAPEL HILL AND THE

SHARYN LYNN SHOPPE 1
Featuring Sizes Petite 3 to 15
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j 1THERE S A NEW DEAL3CUIf.G -- T MILTO.1.

Placket
Shirt
$7.00

HOT PANTS SETS
BOOT LENGTH PANTS 85

DRESSES
PANTS COATS
BOOT LENGTH COATS
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Z3SHIRTSPeasant Top
$7.00

SKIRTS
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LINGERIE
BELTS

POCKET BOOKS
BLAZERS

KNIT TOPS-Sh- ort sleeve
and Long sleeve

SWEATERS Plain Knit
and Ribbed Knit
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1I CAPES
JEANS

ICo

GREEK BAGS
RAIN COATS

SCARFS
GIFT ITEMS

GLOVES
KNIT HATS

SLAX
HOT PANTS

THE SAME DISTINCTIVE SUJS AW SPORT COATS
BUT W ITH CA MPLS BUDGETS AV MW!

LOTS Or GOOD LOOK ISO SPORT COATS IN GRAY,
WINE AND BLUE GROUNDS, WITH Bl -- SWING BACKS,
AT ONLY S 50.00

SUITS WITH PLAIN AND BISWING BACKS, TLARED
PANTS IN TAN. BLUE AND GRA Y GROUNS, A T 75.00.

LARGE CHOICE STOCK Of SHORT SLEEVE KNITS,
REGULAR!. Y TO $10.00. OPENING SPECIAL OES5.99.

LARGE GROUP BODY SHIRTS, LONG SLEEVES,
REGULAR!. Y si 5.00 to $25.00, ALL A T HALF PRICE'

THIS NEW DEAL EXTENDS TO OUR NEW LONG
SI EL VE SHIR IS. EXCITING PATTERNS A T S 10.00 AND
s 12. (5.

IOIN I HE SARTORIAL EXCITEMENT AT MILTON'S!
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The Coat Snc-.v.- i is a Melton
Hooded Boot Ler.gth Coat with 2

Zipper cIojh g-- s tna trimmed with
an ethmc braid. 5 to 1 m
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'The Style That's In Is At Sharyn Lynn
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